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“Is it related to the fall?” George Han frowned. 

This is impossible. 

The Luocheng has absolutely nothing to do with this place, so… how did this so-called relationship come 

back? ! 

“I’m surprised, I’m surprised, but this should be true. All of us below actually guessed it, although it has 

never been admitted.” 

“But we can almost be sure.” 

Amelia Su and George Hanliang The husband and wife looked at each other, then looked at the leader. 

“What do you mean by that?” 

“There was a war before the fall, do you know about it?” 

Not only did the two know it, but they were also even involved in it. 

“A man named George Han captured that place. Later, the soldiers who should have fallen into the city 

organized several counterattacks, but unfortunately, they all ended in failure. That man named George 

Han had never heard of it before, but it seemed that 

It’s really very capable.” 

“After the defeat of the war, our blood volume suddenly surged in Tianmo Castle. At that time, we were 

asked to go out to arrest people every day. However, Tianmo Castle had already caught a lot of girls 

before this. It’s not like hens lay eggs, how can there be so many girls to catch?” 

When he mentioned this, he was obviously very depressed. 

Since then, their workload has suddenly increased greatly, and their misery has been unbearable. 

“There is nothing we can do about the urgency of the above. Who knows that soon after, the above 

updated the order, saying that it is a woman’s, and let us give priority to catching those who are 

younger.” 

“We can only do it obediently. Therefore, the women in the Tianmo Castle were basically not spared. 

They were just fine at the beginning, and even the 80-year-old old woman in the back can be caught, as 

long as she is a woman.” 

“What about those men, according to what you 

mean, men seem useless, right? Just because they hinder you?” George Han said coldly. 

The leader nodded, but said simply: “No way, the above order is to kill Wushe.” 

“What a bastard, three thousand, I really can’t stand it, what kind of shit are these people, in their eyes, 

still Do you have a life?” 



“Anyone who is wronged and a debtor has the owner, auntie, we are only doing things according to our 

orders. If you are really angry, you can ask us to spread it.” The leader was afraid of blood splashing on 

himself, and quickly begged for mercy. 

Amelia Su snorted coldly: “Don’t worry, none of them want to run away, how can they live in peace after 

killing so many people? Where are they now? Tell me!” 

“In the city.” 

“Who is your senior.” 

“Don’t ask . Now, if it comes to the Demon Castle, the highest superior is naturally their 

city lord , otherwise, do they have the guts and ability to arrest so many people?” George Han said. 

“What’s wrong with what this lord said? Although we did not receive a direct order from the city lord, 

we have been arresting people for so long. If there was no acquiescence from the superior, we would 

have been dead. 

” Even though those girls are already dead, I still can’t wait to slash this group of scum with a thousand 

swords, three thousand, let’s go in.” Amelia Su said. 

“Seeing that the road is uneven, I even draw a knife to help, not to mention that this road is already 

uneven like a bump. This matter, of course, has to be dealt with.” 

Moreover, this matter seems to be related to something similar to the Central Plains, and secondly, the 

leading soldier I also said that it has something to do with the war that should fall into the city. 

And the war that should fall into the city is related to Ming Yu and others. 

When I contacted me when I knew 

Mingyu , it was precisely when I was investigating this matter, and she was a traitor. Everything seemed 

to be entwined, allowing you to see the whole picture clearly and completely hidden in the fog. . 

But no matter which of the above reasons, for George Han, it is enough for him to thoroughly 

investigate this matter. 

By the way, he can also avenge so many innocent and tragic deaths, and he really has no reason to 

refuse. 

But this matter can’t be reckless, at least, for George Han, Amelia Su’s strategy will not work. 

The bigger the fish, the longer the line should be. 

Thinking of this, George Han looked at the leader: “How about giving you a chance to live?” 

“Sir, sir.” 

George Han smiled lightly, and said a few words in his ear. The man raised his heart directly to his 

throat, and his eyes widened completely. 

“What?” 
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“What? You are not happy?” 

The younger brother directly fell to the ground. 

The leader was completely dumbfounded. He knew very well that in George Han, he had no room for 

bargaining. 

“Now, tell me your choice.” The 

leader nodded terrifiedly: “Master, whatever you say, it’s up to the little ones.” 

Seeing him being so obedient, George Han smiled lightly, with another knife in his hand. He cut it on his 

own hand and took out a drop of blood. 

Seeing George Han use the knife, the guy thought that George Han was going to kill him, so he opened 

his mouth wide, closed his eyes, and screamed. 

However, he couldn’t wait for the knife, but a drop of blood was sent into his mouth. 

“You…what did you give me?” 

he asked anxiously 

. 

George Han took another drop of his own blood: “It’s nothing, it’s just my blood.” 

Hearing this, he couldn’t help but let out a sigh of relief. He thought it was some kind of deadly poison, 

but it turned out to be just a mere amount of blood. human blood, it’s nothing. 

But before he could be happy, George Han threw the drop of blood directly to the ground. 

“Zi!!” 

A black smoke had already risen, and a large hole had been burned out of the barren but dry ground. 

This time, he was completely dumbfounded. 

It’s just a drop of blood, but it can exert such an effect. 

Is this fu***ing human blood? 

More importantly, the solid ground is still like this, so what else can he book for a mere body? , 

Thinking of this, he was a little desperate, and the whole person felt as if his body 

was also being melted. 

But before he could make a move, George Han sneered: “Don’t worry, the poisonous blood that I put 

into your body, I wrapped it with infuriating energy, it won’t cause any substantial harm to you. “ 

However, it depends on your performance. Once I find out that you have any unscrupulous intentions, 

then I will take away the infuriating energy at any time, and then you will know the consequences.” 



“Oh, and I forgot to remind you .” Now, that infuriating qi can be withdrawn by no one except me, so if 

you plan to hide it from me and find someone to help you in private, you should dismiss the idea as soon 

as possible.” 

“Of course, you may be able to. I think I’m frightening you, you can try it at will to see if I, George Han 

lied to you.” 

“George Han? You… are you George Han ? 

“ 

Three thousand shouts, but at that time it was obvious that life was the most important thing, and he 

didn’t pay attention at all. 

Now, when he heard this name completely, he couldn’t help but feel stunned. 

Who is George Han? 

There is no need to say more, because just now, he was still popularizing George Han. 

How did he know that this was simply playing a big knife in front of Guan Gong! 

“If it’s a replacement, now, do you believe me?” 

Damn, can you believe it? This is a character who is enough to make an army of 400,000 completely 

overturned. What ability does he have to question, and what kind of courage can he try? ! 

“If I were you, I would cooperate honestly and cooperate well. At least, I would have a chance to make 

up for my mistakes and live. After all, 

for a job like yours, I would just grab a few in the city, and some people want it. Do it.” 

“At that time, you didn’t even have a chance to do it.” The 

leader broke into a cold sweat, yes, if he doesn’t do it, someone will rush to do it, who doesn’t want to 

live? ! 

Right now, it’s really unfortunate that he meets the big guy when he goes out, but on the other hand, 

isn’t this a kind of luck? At least he still has a chance to live. 

“Master Han, the little one understands, the little one must do everything in his power and die. Master 

Han, I… I’ll take you to the city right now.” After the 

words were finished, the guy led the way in front of him. 

“Go, Pei Mu and the others. They shouldn’t have gone far. We are waiting for you here.” Amelia Su 

instructed Pei Yuandao. 

Pei Yuan nodded and did it obediently. 

After a while, a group of five, led by the leader, set off towards the city! 
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or the previous store, according to the agreement, George Han knocked on his door. 

Strange rhythm, slight noise, but because it was a code designed by each other, soon, footsteps sounded 

inside, and the door was gently opened. 

As soon as he saw George Han, the man was nothing at first, but when he saw Amelia Su and Han Nian, 

he almost broke his courage. 

However, the surprise was still further behind. When the leader appeared, he almost subconsciously 

closed the door. Fortunately, he was stopped by George Han. 

George Han waved his hand and led everyone into the house. 

After that, he passed through the iron plate and entered the basement. 

“Women, **, women.” 

“It’s still two!” 

“This…” 

Sure enough, the people below saw Amelia Su’s mother and daughter, and the reaction was almost the 

same as the person who opened the door. 

After all, women are now equivalent to taboos, and if anyone 

brings a woman, it is almost equivalent to taking the king of hell. 

That is to say, George Han had already convinced the people here before, otherwise, these people 

would obviously join forces at any time to drive Amelia Su and others out. 

George Han naturally noticed this, and waved his hands again and again: “Everyone, don’t be nervous, 

don’t worry. This is my wife, Amelia Su, and this is my daughter, Han Nian.” 

“As for the other two, it’s me . My little apprentice. Pei Yuan and Pei Mu.” When the 

words fell, George Han’s voice suddenly became cold: “Aren’t you going to introduce yourself?” 

In fact, everyone’s eyes have always been on the two women. Now, after George Han reminded them, 

they directly set their eyes on the leader behind George Han. 

How could the leader not be aware of his situation, he shrank from George Han’s back in 

embarrassment, and then cowardly forced 

a smile. 

Although not everyone knew the leader, the uniform on his body was too familiar to everyone. 

Knowing his identity immediately, one by one was not polite at all, and immediately started to work! 

The leader was frightened, and huddled behind George Han, not daring to move, and the whole person 

shivered. 

There are so many people here, one spit is enough to drown him, let alone beat him. 



George Han hurriedly stood in front of him, and again signaled to everyone not to be impulsive: 

“Everyone, listen to me and let him live.” 

“Master Han, although we all obey you, but this is not a problem. It doesn’t mean that we have to listen 

to you, at least, when it comes to killing this bas****, it’s impossible.” 

“Yes, everyone here, which one is not the victim 

? All this is caused by worshiping this beast. Killing him, it is difficult to quell the hatred in my heart if I 

don’t kill him.” “ 

Yes, yes, kill him, kill him!” 

all over. 

The leader was scared to pee, he was really scared to pee, his legs were flashing frantically, and his 

pants were directly wet. 

George Han said softly: “Everyone, everyone, I know, and I am very aware of your current situation. 

However, just because I understand and know clearly, this person can’t be killed.” 

“In the end, he’s actually just a puppet. If you kill him, there are thousands of others. Are you finished? 

At that time, those who should harm you will still be harmed, and there will still be people in the Demon 

Castle today. People are in danger.” 

“Am I right?” 

When everyone heard this, they knew the truth. 

“But can I change the status quo without killing him 

? I think it’s better to kill him directly. At least we can vent our anger now . 

“ 

It can be seen that everyone is really very angry, otherwise, it would not be so flammable and explosive. 

“Then if it is said that keeping him, can it really change the status quo?” George Han asked. 

“Master Han, what do you mean by that? He’s just a little minion. It’s too much to rely on him to change 

the status quo.” 

“Yes, Master Han, are you being fooled by this kid? Hmph, I have seen a lot of people like him, and he 

usually acts like a bully. Once he is in danger, he will lie full of lies, just trying to escape, let’s kill him.” 

George Han shook his head: “With him, I want to change the Demon Castle, Of course it’s a dream.” 

“What I want to say is, I’ll help you!” 
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“What? You help us?” 



“Han, are you joking? In the magic castle, the ground is frozen three feet instead of In a cold day, the 

forces behind these destructions are probably very involved.” 

“Yeah, it is very likely that the forces involved will be extremely terrifying forces. Master Han, you…” 

“George Han speaks, always To be honest, since I have decided to do it, I will not back down, let alone a 

mere demon castle, even if the entire demon clan is afraid?” The words were very light, but the 

momentum contained in it made everyone present at the same time. stunned. 

What is there to fear against the entire Demon Race! 

A word is worth a thousand words and any ambition. 

Everyone was stunned, staring at George Han with their mouths open. 

In fact, for George Han, in addition to the reasons mentioned before, there is a more important point. 

Amelia Su and Han Nian always had to spend the 

night in the city. Even if George Han let them go, they would never let George Han go. 

Therefore, instead of passively fighting, it is better to take the initiative. 

“Master Han, if I called you that way before, I completely admired your cultivation and ability, then now, 

Master Han, is my sincere cry to you from the bottom of my heart.” 

“Yes, Master Han is so helpful . , it is a benefactor for us and others, and I also believe that for the 

people of the entire Tianmo Castle, this is also the merit of thousands of generations.” 

“We can’t repay it, but we will always remember the kindness of Master Han today.” 

“Master Han, If you have any orders, even if you say something, we will not look back and will follow 

you up the mountain of swords and down the sea of fire.” 

George Han shook his head: “If you all want to die together, what if you defeat the enemy in the end? 

How many people are there in Tianmo Castle?” 

“Master Han 

, do you mean…don’t want us to help?” 

Everyone Very surprised, after all, this kind of thing, after all, is the matter of their Demon Castle, 

George Han is willing to give up his life is not bad, they also think that George Han will lead them to 

complete the attack. 

They thought about it again, but what George Han meant now was that he was going to fight alone. 

“That’s right. I’m enough alone.” 

“How can this be possible!” 

“Master Han, after all, it’s for us, how can we just stay home and wait for nothing? According to me, 

even if we can’t, we’ll be fu**ing dead. I’m going to help Master Han chop up some more evil dogs.” 



“Yes, Master Han, take us with you, we’ll rush with you, anyway, the house is gone, we’re afraid of the 

death of a hammer, we’ll fight to death with them “ 

Looking at their enthusiastic appearances, George Han finally understood how terrible it is to lose 

people’s hearts 

. 

It is true that water can carry a boat and capsize it. 

Thinking of this, George Han nodded: “I really appreciate your kindness, but if you really want to help 

me, it’s better than this.” 

“It’s dangerous, my two apprentices and a daughter are young after all. I’m afraid that the enemy’s 

tricks will hurt them, so in order to relieve my worries, you will help me protect these three children, 

how?” 

Hearing this, everyone nodded quickly. 

“Master Han, please rest assured, I have nothing to say, just one sentence, you can’t even take care of 

your wife and daughter for us, then there is only one reward we can give you. That is to protect them 

with our lives! “ 

As soon as these words came out, everyone responded. 

“That’s right, Master Han, don’t worry. Whoever wants to hurt the three little guys will walk over the 

bodies of the hundreds of us first.” 

“ 

No, not the hundreds of us. I will contact us later. There are many organizations like us in the city, and 

when everyone joins forces, there will be thousands, tens of thousands!” 

“Don’t worry, Lord Han, I will swear to defend the three children to the death.” I 

have a final sentence, hundreds of thousands The crowd shouted in unison, and hundreds of people 

knelt in front of George Han. The momentum was huge, and it was even more bloody. 

George Han nodded with satisfaction and glanced at everyone: “I have a small request at the end, I hope 

you can agree to me.” 

Everyone looked up: “Master Han, just tell me if you have something.” 

George Han set his eyes on He touched Scar’s body, and then, he stretched out his hand, Scar 

immediately understood what he meant, and quickly walked up a few steps. 

George Han whispered in his ear. Suddenly, he put his eyes on the audience and finally landed on two 

people… 
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As he waved his hand, the two people he saw in his eyes immediately got up and walked to George 

Han’s side. 



“You two, are you afraid of death?” Scar asked. 

The two nodded and shook their heads again: “Fear of death must be fear of death, otherwise what are 

you doing hiding here? However, if we have a chance to take down these bas****s, the meaning will be 

different, we are not afraid He’s dead.” 

Hearing the two people’s answers, Scar looked at George Han and said, “Master Han, go?” 

George Han nodded, pulled Amelia Su, and brought the two people and the leader directly to Scar. 

Under his leadership, he opened the iron plate and rushed out of the big house. 

Outside the house, the cold wind was piercing, and Scar followed his instructions. After glancing at a few 

people, he quickly closed the door. 

Suddenly, only Han 3,400 and the leader were left outside. 

“It’s time for you to do something.” George Han looked at the leader, and 

then , with a move of his hand, he took out four pieces of clothes, and then put them on together with 

himself. 

These four pieces of clothes belonged to the little brothers of the leader. 

Because some people were directly strangled by the eleventh style, some of their clothes were 

immediately unusable, but some people’s clothes were intact because their heads were beheaded. 

The only one who was a little embarrassed was George Han. 

After all, compared with the dwarves, they are much taller, but much thinner. Amelia Su’s woman is not 

bad, but what George Han wears is nondescript. 

However, under the night, if you don’t look closely, it is still difficult to find clues. 

The leader didn’t speak, and could only bite the bullet and lead George Han’s group towards the inner 

city. 

Because there was no one, the street was surprisingly quiet, and several people could only hear their 

own footsteps. 

“Shouldn’t the City Lord’s Mansion be at the very center of a city, where are you taking us 

?” After a 

while, George Han stopped. 

The leader turned around in a hurry, and almost immediately knelt down to George Han: “Master, the 

City Lord’s Mansion is right in the center of the city, but our base camp is not in the City Lord’s 

Mansion.” 

George Han said coldly: ” You’d better not lie to me, otherwise, you will know the consequences.” 

“The little one will never dare to lie.” 

“Also, from now on, you are the captain, don’t be a master.” 



“Yes!” 

A few people left again, On the way, it was obviously not the same as before. As we walked along the 

way, we occasionally met people with almost the same clothes as the leader. 

Most of them are also a small team of several people. They meet by chance and say hello to each other. 

But fortunately, these greetings were basically over, which did not allow Han 3,000 people to be 

discovered. 

Soon, after going around an extremely complicated road, 

there were traces of light and lights ahead. 

Under the lights, several pairs of men and horses were surrounded. It seemed that the boy in the lead 

did not intend to deceive. 

This is their base camp. 

“Seven columns, you guys are back, how are you, have you gained anything?” 

There is a table under the lamp, three or four people are sitting at the table, the person in the center 

has a feather on his head, and at first glance, he is a small leader. 

At the table, there are several teams like George Han and the others. Judging from their appearance, it 

seems that they have not gained much tonight. 

At least George Han did not see the arrested woman. 

George Han patted the leader’s shoulder lightly, motioning him to speak carefully. 

The leader coughed slightly, adjusted his mood, and replied: “fu**, don’t mention it, it’s not the same as 

hell, we’ve caught almost all the people in the magic castle today, how can we find any fish that slip 

through the net.” 

After the words fell, this guy was really like that, sitting directly at the table, and then gulping down a 

gulp of wine. 

“Hey, now the woman has no grasp at all, and I don’t know what the boss is thinking, so they still let us 

continue to grasp it. Where can we get it?” The little boss was also a little depressed. 

“It’s all for the brothers to suffer. By the way, we have to report this to the above. It’s not a waste of 

time.” 

“Report? How to report? I still want my hat.” The little leader was speechless. the way. 

Once he gets unhappy with the above, the crime is not easy. He can’t keep his feather hat at any time. 

He is not stupid. 

“How about I talk? If we succeed, we will save our time, but if we fail, the responsibility lies on my 

head.” The leader laughed. 

The little boss was obviously stunned, but he didn’t expect that he would take this: “You go and talk?” 
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leader nodded. 

But soon, the little leader shook his head again and again: “Don’t, don’t, don’t make trouble, you are 

overstepping the level, come on, the superiors know it, and they have to blame me.” 

“Brother, what you said is indeed reasonable, I admit it. , but, have you thought about the future?” 

“We won’t be able to catch anyone this day, two days, three days, or even seven or eight days, that’s 

fine, but how much patience do you think the superiors have?” 

“We can’t catch people for half a month and a month, do you think the superiors won’t punish us?” 

“Even if the superiors don’t punish us, what about the superiors above?” 

“We couldn’t catch people’s crimes, but it was a capital crime at that time. , not that you and I are 

punished so lightly for leapfrogging.” 

As soon as the words fell, the people next to them nodded quickly 

. 

“To be honest, what the seventh captain said has some truth. Anyway, we have been unable to catch 

anyone later, and sooner or later we will be punished. It is better to report the situation to the above. 

Maybe, just be scolded, but you don’t have to die. Ah.” 

“Yeah, the people above live in the crowd of women all day long, how do they know our suffering, we 

have to wait for them to take the initiative to think of us, I’m afraid it is more difficult than going to the 

sky.” 

“Yeah, arresting so many women , This young girl doesn’t even say, this woman has to be distributed to 

her brother to relieve suffering, but you see, does the above take care of our lives? Report it.” 

“Yes, we agree too.” 

Looking at the idle teams nearby 

After expressing his support, the little boss did not rush to make a decision, but instead looked at the 

few people who were sitting with him. 

The people looked at each other and nodded. 

“Brother, what they said really makes sense. This matter has to be resolved sooner or later, otherwise, 

none of us will have a hard time.” 

“Yeah, anyway, this time the seventh captain is willing to take the blame, so let him try. “ 

If the result of his test is good, then everyone will be happy, but if the test result is not good and the top 

is angry, this matter has nothing to do with us. As long as we tell the above, the whole thing is seven 

from the beginning to the end. The captain made up his own mind and didn’t report it on his own, so the 

top will at most blame us for ineffective supervision.” When I 



heard this, the leader finally 

nodded , and then turned his eyes to the seventh captain: “It’s not impossible if you want to report. For 

the sake of all the brothers, I can turn a blind eye.” 

“But the ugly words are ahead, we have to make an agreement with each other. If something happens, 

you will do it alone. What do you think?” I 

have to say, this little leader can be the leader, and he does have his slickness, he takes good deeds 

himself, and others take the blame. 

The leader didn’t refuse at all, and hurriedly said with a smile: “Brother, don’t worry, even if something 

happens, it’s my own decision, and it has nothing to do with anyone else.” 

“Don’t talk about you, it’s everyone present. , in fact, they didn’t have any communication with me.” 

“I simply felt that I couldn’t catch anyone, so I 

reported the situation to the top.” 

Hearing this, everyone was in a good mood, and the little leader laughed. Nodding again and again. 

“Brother, I like your character.” When 

he finished speaking, he stood up and patted the leader’s shoulder, then waved his hand slightly to the 

back. 

The few people who were sitting with him quickly got up, and then each took out a key. Behind the light, 

there was a gate made of black iron. After they inserted the keys one by one, the entire stone gate was 

accompanied by a loud noise, slowly. opened. 

This group of dog thieves really know how to play, and they thought of doing it so carefully. 

With a loud roar, the stone gate slowly opened, revealing a tunnel of about two meters. 

The leader waved his hand and walked in with George Han and the others… 
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path is deep, and there is no light everywhere, and no one in a line is almost like walking in the dark. 

Those who didn’t know thought that they were walking in a tunnel, but when they looked up, they could 

see the stars in the sky and the moon in the night sky. 

After walking for about ten minutes, torches suddenly illuminated around the road. Looking into the 

road, in the distance, there was a stone door carved by a tiger, standing there mightily. 

The tiger’s mouth was the door, and on both sides, eight guards in black stood there. 

At a glance, you will know that it is extraordinary. 

“Stop!” 



When George Han and his party approached, the eight guards immediately raised their knives and 

waited solemnly. 

“Master, I’m the captain of the seventh team. If I want to report something, please be accommodating.” 

The 

leader took out some amethyst from his bag and stuffed it into the guard’s hand. 

“Let me see the captain’s waist card.” The guard breathed a 

lot of relief. 

The leader quickly took off the waist card from his waist and handed it to the guard. 

After the inspection, the man nodded at the others, withdrew the knife, and let go! 

Although it was startling, it was better than no danger. As the door of the tiger’s mouth slowly opened, 

bursts of clamorous voices were also introduced into the ears of everyone in time. 

It was the heroic laughter of the men, mixed with the miserable cries and cries of the women, as well as 

the clutter of various wine glasses, or the maddening of whips. 

Some are completely the opposite, but together they create another kind of magical and sad scene. 

In Humen, the lights are okay, and the fire is like a hell in a cave. 

The inside of the cave is huge, and you can’t see the surroundings at all. Many dwarves are wearing 

clothes that are almost similar to the leader. They are sitting at various tables drinking and eating food. 

Behind each of them, you can always see Then one or two 

women stand obediently behind. 

Their clothes were disheveled, they were in a mess, and they even had shackles on their hands and feet, 

but even so, they still carefully served the man in front of them. 

Or feeding, or pinching the shoulders, or fanning a fan for a man. 

If something goes wrong later, the man will knock the woman behind him to the ground with his 

backhand, fists and feet facing each other, and he will beat the woman with a braided stool. 

The poor women wailed in pain, and this is not a minority. The screams are almost everywhere here, 

and the situation is naturally not uncommon. 

“What a bunch of beasts, do they treat people like humans?” Amelia Su scolded coldly. 

Although it was inappropriate to say these at this time, after all, it was easy to expose them, but George 

Han did not blame Amelia Su, but patted her on the shoulder to comfort her. 

This group of people really doesn’t treat people as human beings. These women are just their 

animals. If they are a little unhappy, they directly beat and scold them. 

The leader coughed and continued to walk in with George Han and the others. 



Along the way, many people noticed the leader group. 

After all, few people from the outside patrol come in here. 

They were contemptuous and full of disdain, and some even pulled George Han’s clothes, and 

sometimes stretched their feet to trip the five of them on purpose. 

However, after all, that’s the end of it. 

The three passed through the center of the crowd and stopped in front of a hole. 

George Han knew that the big man should be inside. 

From within ten meters of this cave, he did not see a trace of dirt on the ground. Wherever he had 

passed before, the group of people drank and ate meat at will, and the ground was already piled with 

rubbish, which was a great contrast. 

And in the vicinity, I can’t see any of the 

previous group of people, this is a clean place, and the body of Taoyuan which forms a strong contrast. 

“Whoever comes, leave immediately, otherwise, kill them.” At the 

door, two more soldiers blocked the way of the two men fiercely. 

“Captain of the seventh team, if you have something important to report to the adults, please pass it 

on.” 

“During this waiting period, you must not move even a single finger, otherwise, you will be at your own 

risk.” 

One of the soldiers said coldly . After giving the order, he took the knife and entered the cave to report. 

After a while, he came out from the inside, stood at the entrance of the cave, and gave an order to the 

leader: “Your Excellency has orders, only one person is allowed to enter, hurry up, he will only give you 

five minutes.” The 

leader was stunned on the spot. Enter a person? ! 

At this moment, George Han hurriedly took a step forward, and then, with a movement of his hand, he 

directly pulled away the veil of Amelia Su… 

Chapter 4368 

“Women?” 

When the soldiers saw Amelia Su’s face, they couldn’t help but stay in place for a while. 

Not only a woman, but also a super stunning woman! 

But the next second, the two soldiers suddenly reflected again. 

Immediately afterwards, the two drew their knives on the spot, pointing directly at the five. 



“You’re such a big bastard. If you catch a woman, according to the rules, shouldn’t you send your 

superiors and then they will be escorted by them?” 

Seeing that things were about to be revealed, Amelia Su’s face turned cold, and he was about to act on 

the spot. 

On the contrary, George Han hurriedly blocked Amelia Su and said calmly, “The two eldest brothers 

have misunderstood, please listen to me.” The 

two soldiers looked at each other and did not rush to act, as if they had planned to give them a chance 

to explain . 

“Actually, the two eldest brothers don’t know something. Although there are many women here, there 

are no more women outside.” 

“I 

believe the two eldest brothers have heard about this. Of course, if not, you can go out and ask at any 

time. Anyone.” 

“So what?” a soldier said. 

“Since that’s the case, the two big brothers think about it, are women more precious now? Also, are 

they such beautiful women as we caught?” 

At this point, the two soldiers nodded in unison. 

Not to mention that there are very few women nowadays, even in many cases, Amelia Su’s appearance 

is definitely a top class, and it is very precious. 

“Since the two eldest brothers agree with me, then think about it, if we hand over this top-quality stuff 

to our superiors, what if our superiors become greedy? I can’t send it here, and I can’t send adults here.” 

George Han said. 

“Who dares to hide a woman, it’s like a death sentence!” the 

soldier shouted loudly. 

George Han smiled: “That’s what the law says, but in fact, the two eldest brothers should also be very 

clear that many things can’t be as expected.” 

There are laws everywhere, but it’s impossible everywhere . Nobody broke the law. 

This is human nature, it will never change. 

The two soldiers nodded. 

Seeing that they were persuaded by himself, George Han continued: “So, in order to get this superb 

product into the hands of adults, we dared to decide to escort it ourselves.” After the 

words were finished, George Han also took out some amethyst and quietly handed over two in the 

hands of a soldier. 



“Such a thing, the adults will be happy. Our seven brothers will naturally be rewarded when the time 

comes. If you give us some money, then we will definitely share it with the two eldest brothers. Talk 

more.” 

“And if there is no such thing, if the adults give 

him some women, the two eldest brothers also know that the women of the adults must be the best. At 

that time, how about we play together?” 

Looking at George Han’s pair With a cheap appearance, Amelia Su really wanted to go up and kick him, 

because he was acting too realistically, as if this was her husband’s true nature. 

When the two soldiers heard this, they nodded happily. 

Patting George Han on the shoulder, the two soldiers laughed. 

“Brother, you are young, but you are so good at doing things. To tell you the truth, you are generally not 

a person in this hole. According to the rules, even if he has many reasons and excuses, he will not be 

able to leapfrog. Go in to see the adults.” 

“Yes, I went to report to the adults just now, and the adults also asked me to send you casually, the old 

man won’t be free.” The 

two of you talked to each other, but George Han was not worried at all. , he knew very well that 

it would soon turn around. 

“But, brother, you will have something to do, and we are not bad.” 

“I will make an exception and let you in today . 

“ 

, the soldier who just went in to report went in again. 

People, sometimes it’s not that they can’t do something, but they just don’t care enough. When it 

comes to their own interests, they will try their best. 

Although the two were just guards, they were people next to the adults after all. Therefore, George Han 

believed that this matter was basically done. 

Sure enough, in less than a moment, the soldier ran out happily. 

“Your Excellency, please!” 

He smiled and even bent over himself… 

Amelia Su glanced at George Han angrily, meaning that it was probably because of you. 

George Han smiled lightly and led the crowd towards the door… 

Chapter 4369 



passing by two soldiers, the two soldiers gave George Han a thumbs up and cheered him up Woolen 

cloth. 

Everyone in the lead was stupid. He really thought that he had already encountered a problem, but he 

didn’t expect that George Han would completely fool the two of them into a lame with just a few words, 

and even his attitude had completely changed. , 

George Han was not surprised by this, and he didn’t think it was anything special. 

It’s just a little bit of IQ and a little bit of human greed. 

Entering the door, the inside of the cave is completely different from the outside. 

If the outside is hell, the inside is heaven. 

There are splendid decorations everywhere, and people enter it, preventing Buddha from walking in the 

top palace. 

Even the ground that a few people walked on was almost entirely made of gold and crystal, which made 

it impossible for people 

to answer for a while. 

The inside of the cave is very wide, and there are many soldiers on both sides. They are wearing golden 

armor and guarding quietly. , 

There is a huge stone platform in the very center, which is covered with animal skins and piled with 

various gold and jade articles. A huge tiger man is lying there. Around, a few women dressed in gold and 

silver, wearing very few clothes, stood tremblingly on his platform. Surrounding, or feeding him, or 

kneading his shoulders and rubbing his feet, is simply enjoying the blessings of everyone. 

It is estimated that the people outside also learned from him, but in comparison, he is the PLUS version, 

while the people outside are the thoroughly poor version. 

“Come on.” He opened one eye slightly, and the eyeball was indeed a strange earth-black color, and it 

seemed to be a pair of pupils, which made people look extremely terrifying. 

The leader did not dare to speak, and gave this opportunity to George Han 

. 

After all, George Han successfully fooled two soldiers earlier, so it is most appropriate for this script to 

follow his lead. 

“Sir, we’re here.” 

“Put that woman out for me to see, I’ll tell you the ugly words first, if it’s as you said, the beauty of 

closing the moon and embarrassing flowers, sinking fish and falling geese, the deity will definitely be 

rewarded. However, if the deity cannot be satisfied, then the deity will want all of you thieves to fall to 

the ground.” 

“This deity is not where you cats and dogs can come and go at will, so everything has a price.” 



Murder is like numbness, in his eyes, there is no difference between dead and dead ants. 

George Han was not angry at all, and smiled slightly: “It must satisfy the adults.” During the 

flower fall, Amelia Su was pushed out by George Han. 

The adults swept his eyes, and in the next second, one eye opened wide, and soon, the other eye also 

opened sharply. 

Obviously, with Amelia Su’s appearance, whether you are flying in the world or crawling underground, 

you will drool when you see it. 

“My dear, how could such a woman fall into the mortal world?!” He couldn’t help sighing. 

“Sir, are you still satisfied?!” 

“Hahahaha!” The man laughed wildly, looking extremely happy: “Okay, okay, quite nice, come here!” 

“Here!” A waiter hurried away come out. 

“Everyone has given me a great deal, and this deity is very happy.” After the 

words were finished, the waiter retreated, and he also stood up slowly and excitedly. 

The two dwarves who followed George Han looked at George Han at this time. They had reached this 

point. Naturally, they thought that 

George Han might have to take action. 

However, George Han shook his head at them, motioning them not to mess around, and then he 

stepped in front of the adults. 

Compared with George Han, this guy’s body is much larger, not to mention that he stands out among 

the dwarves, even in front of George Han, he is also extraordinary. 

“Huh?” Seeing George Han blocking the way, the adults were a little dissatisfied, looking at George Han 

with some anger in his eyes: “What are you doing?! Didn’t the deity have already ordered someone to 

reward you? Still staying here to do it Well, hurry up.” After 

he finished speaking, he put his eyes on Amelia Su again, as if the hungry grizzly saw the honey. 

“My lord, you may not be able to touch her!” 

George Han still had no intention of letting go, but instead looked straight at the lord and suddenly 

laughed softly. 

“Why?” 

Chapter 4370 

“Do you want to block the deity?! 

” I’m worried about the safety of the adults.” 

“How do you say this?” 



“My lord, there are almost no women outside the city. Many people understand this. Now, this woman 

has suddenly descended on us, and she is so beautiful, my lord. Aren’t you afraid of any clues?” 

“Hmph, the Demon Castle is heavily guarded, and there are countless bright and dark posts. The deity 

also has thousands of elites, not to mention she is a mere woman, even if it is ten, a hundred, a 

thousand, What can I do to help you, get out of the way quickly, don’t ruin the deity’s Yaxing, otherwise, 

don’t blame the deity for wanting you to look good.” 

“Slow!” George Han is still not afraid: “Sir, if you have clues, you will naturally know. The defense of the 

Demon Castle is very deep, how can you hit it hard? I’m 

afraid, the beauty is beautiful, but the rose with thorns pierces her hand.” 

“You kid, you have given me beautiful women, but you are here to make things difficult, I ask you, who 

are you? What’s your heart?” 

Following the words of the adults, the guards around him immediately drew their knives. 

George Han still did not change his face: “Of course the beauty must be given to the adults, but the 

safety of the adults has to be taken care of.” 

“Actually, to tell the truth, the subordinates have always been worried about such problems. Once the 

adults are injured, the subordinates cannot receive the reward. Secondly, the key is that your dragon 

body is damaged. Therefore, before catching this woman, the subordinates used some strange poison 

cloth on her body.” 

“This poison is very poisonous, once it is swallowed. , it will quickly spread to every inch of the skin of 

the body, as long as the poisoned person resists a little fiercely, the sweat will instantly make the poison 

spread, at that time, this beautiful woman will die, and the adults will stick to it, I am afraid that it will 

also be poisoned .” 

Hearing this, the adults obviously took a deep breath. 

“There is such a strange poison in this world?!” 

“My lord, this is not a strange poison. Some are sold in the black market. It’s just that you don’t deal 

with the market all year round, so you don’t know it. Moreover, this poison is always the one we use 

ourselves. It’s far worse, so few people have mentioned it to you.” The 

adults thought about it, and there is indeed some truth in what they said. 

Although this poison sounds strong, the way it is poisoned must not be as invisible as this kind of real 

killing at home. 

Naturally, it is normal that no one has mentioned low-level poisons to him. 

“Then you quickly detoxify.” 

“The subordinate is planning to detoxify, but before the solution, 

how let the adult touch the woman at will?!” 



“Anyway, she is just the thing in the adult’s pocket now. , don’t worry, sir, first let your subordinate take 

her to the place you designated, and then the child will detoxify her immediately, within ten minutes, 

the adult will definitely be able to enjoy this delicious meal, how?!” 

When he said this, George Han obviously smiled wickedly. 

Hearing the words, the adults immediately clapped their hands and applauded: “How long are you 

waiting? Come on, take them to the bedroom immediately, speed up.” 

Another waiter took the order and bent over to ask. 

“Sir, ten minutes, there is still some time, do you want to relax first, or take a bath first? My 

subordinates go to help the adults clean up the ingredients first.” After the 

words were finished, George Han pretended to push Amelia Su. Follow the waiter all the way down. 

The adults were very happy and threw their palms with 

excitement. Such a beautiful woman is indeed extremely exciting. 

Thinking of this, he didn’t care so much anymore and followed him directly toward his bedroom. 

For a person like him, what shit is needed to relax, let alone a shit bath, he can’t wait to throw this 

beautiful woman directly to the ground and relax. 

But how did he know that all his actions were actually within George Han’s estimation? 

Soon, George Han and the two entered the dormitory first under the leadership of the waiter. After the 

waiter withdrew, the adults also arrived. They waved their hands to tell the waiter not to make a sound 

and quickly retreated, and then the monkey was about to go. Gather in the door. 

But at this moment, the door suddenly closed, and a voice came from inside the house… 

 


